**Purpose**

The purpose of this Rule is to clarify and interpret Section 25.09.335.D regarding permanent markers.

In part, this section reads that “the Director may require placement of small permanent visible markers to delineate” required non-disturbance areas and ECAs and their buffers.

**Rule**

The minimum requirements for the permanent markers shall include reinforcing steel or metal pipe driven securely into the ground. The reinforcing steel or metal pipe shall have a brass cap affixed to the top similar to survey monuments. The brass cap shall be visible at the ground surface, indicating the purpose of the marker. Larger or more conspicuous markers may be required by the Director or utilized by the applicant with the Director’s approval.

The number of permanent markers depends on the configuration of the ECA and associated buffers. At a minimum, at least two markers shall be required to delineate a short, straight-line buffer. More markers would be needed to delineate more complex buffer shapes and lengths. Location of the markers shall be clearly shown on the site plan.